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Abatract 

Substantive and mcthodolo^lcel p.nalyscs have continued during lie 
quarter. An analysis of U.K. votlnf, for 1963 delimited four r.sajor issue 
dimensions: sanctions against racial diacrinlnation, U.K. proccJures, 
Union of South Africa, and Cold l.'ar. A study of nation votinß profiles 
on these issues showed that since 1955 there has been a considerable shift 
of nonaligned nations, sucli as Egypt, India, and Indonr't,la, away from the 
Soviet position, 

A different analysis involved trying to forecast domestic conflict 
behavior from various functions of time, and concluded that simple time 
functions do not veil forecast such conflict. Another analysis measured 
the dependence of national conflict behavior on psychological drives for 
affiliation, power, and achievement. Domestic and foreign conflict 
behavior were found largely independent of these motives. 

Revisions of a mathematical model of foreign conflict behavior were 
tested on a global sample of dyads (pairs of nations) and for subsamples 
involving the same actor (e.g., US->-USSR, US-KJK, US-*China, etc.). It was 
found that the effect of socio-economic, political, and geographic distances 
are contextual: no one function of these distances explains conflict well 
for all dyads. Rather, the effect of these distances varies by actor, and 
these distances particularly well predict the dyadic conflict behavior of 
Israel, China, USSR, UK, and the US. 

On the methodological side, testing of a missing data estimation 
program was finished, programming of a canonical analysis program was 
begun, and the project's major factor analysis program was revised to 
increase its speed. Moreover, variableb, dyads, and nations for the 1950 
data collection and analysis were selected during the quarter. 

Data collection has been completed for all 1963 dyadic behavior and 
data screening and computation of descriptive statistics are underway. 
Collection of data on nation attributes and behavior for 1950 has begun. 

Project expenditures were reduced by ten percent in anticipation 
of an ONR cutback. Straight line projection of expenditures conforms 
to the reduced budget total. 
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EIRIODUCTIOII 

The Bccond quarturly report conforma to the organlr.ctlon of the 
first. It iß divided into six major Roctlon*. The first describes the 
analyses initiated and completed during the quartertand results of 
special sißnlflcnnce are highlighted. Methodological problems that have 
arisen durlivj the analyses are discussed in the second section, and 
computer programs that have boon written or revised dicing the quarter 
are also doaerlb^d« In Chit and previous uoctic^s, technical tercis and 
discussion arc avoided v.vicre possible. 

The third section of the report deccribos the data collections begun 
and complmd during the quariar and their disposition in data archives. 
Current personnel on the DON Project, personnel commitments made and 
consultatlm will be noted in the fourth section. Project publications, 
research reports, and monographs in preparation and coir.pleted during the 
quarter will be listed in the fifth section. The final sections delineates 
changes necessitated in the DON budget, status of subcontracts, and total 
versus expected expenditures to date. 

1. ANALYSIS 

1«1 ,1963 U.N. Voting. Patterns and Groups. All roll calls cast in the 
1963 General Assj.ubly wrre ar.iiyzed for 99 nations to deternine the patterns 
of voting — the issue, dimensions — and how nntions grouped in their votes. 
Four major and three minor issue dimensions were formed. The major ones 
are:  1)  sanctions against racial discrimination, 2) UN ptocQdures, 3) 
Union of So'-i.ch Africa, and 4) Cold War. These four patterns embody about 
69 percent of the variation in votes for the 99 nations. 

The voting profile for each nation across the seven patterns was 
calculated and nations were grouped in terms of the congruence of their 
profiles. A very tight Soviet Union voting group was found, centrally 
involving Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Czecheslovakia. Rumania was less 
central (meaning that she did occass-ionally vote different from the others) 
and Albania was peripheral. Yugoslavia's voting profile was quite inde- 
pendent of this group. 

^•Within the overall project design the purpose of this analysis is to reduce 
the number of roll calls (69) to a few issues, which can then be Included 
in a larger analysis with meacures of cooperation, conflict behavior, 
diplomatic interaction, socio-economic distances, political distance, and 
geographic distance. 



Other groups of <fJ*tfnrt profiles ver« «l»o found. One Involved 
Kcthorlnndo, Italy, Canntln, Turkey, Kcu Zealand, Honduras, Cicocc, Japan, 
and peripherally, the U. S. The United States was obviously cross- 
pressured in her U.K. voting. A Scandinavian voting group vor. delineated, 
as well as one Involving Sudan, Ethiopia, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan. 
A large South Auericnn voting group was fornrd. Moreover, the Union of 
South Africa and the U.K. (on the periphery) forned a  group; Portugal and 
Spain (on the periphery) formed another crouP» 

These groups were compared with those found in c sirilnr anrlyr.es 
of the 1955 UH session. Between 1955 end 1963 the Soviet oting blcc has 
changed. Previously,2 India, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Yugoslavia 
were part of the Soviet voting bloc, with Egypt, Indonesia, and Uruguay 
on the periphery. This has charged in 1963, with all but the communist 
satellites moving to independent voting positions. Hov.'cver, the relation- 
ship of the U. S. voting profile to other nations has remained fairly 
the same. Thus, the shift in voting patterns fron 1955 to 1963 has mainly 
been a shift away from the Soviet position for many non-alip.ned nations. 
A research report on these results is nov; being prepared, 

1.2 Dynamics of Domestic Conflict.  The magnitudes of domestic 
conflict for nine years on 74 nations during 1955-1966 were analyzed to 
determine whether such conflict could be forecast by some function of time. 
Various functions of time (e.g., linear, exponential) were tried without 
success. Results with simple periodic functions were poor. More complex 
periodic functions led to Inconclusive results because of the small number 
(9) of years involved. The overall findings suggest that cross-national 
domestic conflict behavior cannot be forecast from slip pie time functions, 
while the utility of more complex functions remains undetermined.  These 
results are now being written up by Dr. Joseph Firestone (see Section 6.2). 

1.3 Motivations to Conflict Behavior.  Content analysis data on 
drives for affiliation, power, and achievement within twenty-five nations 
were related to their domestic and foreign conflict behavior. Each one of 
these three drives was found to have little correlation with such behavior. 
Moreover, reanalysis showed that no linear combination of the three motive 
variables markedly improved the correlation. Thus, it appears that domestic 
and foreign conflict behavior are largely independent of psychological 
motives of affiliation, achievement, and power.  A research report of these 
result?, also is being prepared by Dr. Joseph Firestone. 

1.4 Conflict Model.  Testing and revisions of a mathematical model 
of foreign conflict behavior was continued during the quarter. A multi- 
plicative model involving time, as a measure of the likelihood of an 
event triggering conflict, and socio-economic, cultural, geographic, and 
political distances between nations was tested for 182 pairs of nations 
(dyads) and 1955 conflict behavior. Religious, economic, and power 
(capability) differences were found to significantly explain about 25 percent 
of the negative communications of dyads and 32 percent of their diplomatic 
conflict behavior patterns. 

The 1955 voting blocs are shown on the cover of this report. 



When the 182 dy«cii are aralyrod by subsaniple, the results fere 
quite tljffermt. For 26 dynds in which Israel is the actor (e.g., Israel 
to US, Israel to USSR, Israel to Chine, Israel to Egypt), n-. much as 99 
(ninety-nincj) percent of Israel's conflict behavior to 25 nntions is 
explained by lanßuate differences, power parity, and political distance. 
Kor 25 dyads vlth China as an actor, economic, geographic, and political 
distance explain as nuch as 6'i percent of her conflict behavior; for the 
USSR as actor, ar. much i%s  66 percent of her conflict behavior is •xplalntd 
by power parity, geographic distance, and political distance. Time, 
race, and language distance explain as much as 70 percent of UK's dyadic 
conflict behavior; by contrast, geographic, political, religious, and 
language distances and power parity explain about 64 percent of US dyadic 
conflict. 

Thus, the effect of socio-economic, political, and geographic 
distances are contextual. No one function of these distances explains 
conflict well for all dyads. Rather^ their effect varies by actor and 
they particularly well predict the dyadic conflict behavior of Israel, 
China. USf;H. UK. and the U.S. 

2. METHODOLOGY AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

2.1 Change. As discussed in the first quarterly report, a major 
concern of the project is to measure change in the international system 
and nation behavior across time. During the previous quarter, a method— 
called deviational change measurement—was developed for measuring the 
shift in conflict behavior between two time periods. A problem develops, 
however, if it is desired to simultaneously interrelate the change for 
many variables and nations over many time points. 

Out of a multivariate analysis workshop given by Dr. Ledyard 
Tucker, developed the idea of applying three-mode factor analysis to the 
problem. Preliminary work with the methodology suggests its feasibility 
and additional funds for more extensive work is being sought. 

2.2 Missing Data Estimation. After continuing experimentation with 
the missing data estimation program reported in the last quarterly report 
(Section 2.4), some question about the convergence of the estimates and 
their standard error required several new test runs on randomly generated 
data. These tests have now been satisfactorily completed and a revised 
research report on the program is in preparation. 

2.3 Canonical Analysis Prop.ram. Since we often find it necessary 
to do canonical analysis and existing canonical analysis computer 
programs are inadequate to our needs, the project undertook during the 
quarter to write such a program. Programming is now underway to produce 
a program that will give canonical correlations, weights for canonical 
varintes, residuals for each canonical regression, trace canonical cor- 
relation (correlation of the two spaces), and a factor loading matrix of 
variables on canonical variatcs. 



2.4 Vnrlobles and Samples for 1950. The variables, dyads, and 
nations for the 1930 data collection and analysis were selected durlnp. 
the quarter. A report and code cionunl giving tlieso variabler, and 
samples have been prepared (sec Section 5.4, Report No. 13). 

2.5 Factor Analvnis Pror.ram Revision. Due to a requirement for 
double precision arithmetic, the major factor analysis program of the 
project (MESA I) was found to be too slow on the neu University of 
Hawaii 360/50 computer. Accovdinyly, the eJßenvalue-eifccnvcctor routine 
which used a J.icobian solution was removed from the. progrnw and a new 
sub-routine employing the Householder-Givens solution vres procran.rcd in 
its place. This decreased our computer time by as much as a factor of 
six, thus saving the project considerable computer cost. 

3  DATA 

3.1 Foreign Conflict Behavior Data. Due to the time involved, the 
principal investigator discontinued personally coding the daily NYT for 
conflict data as of July 1. Coding by assistants of selected years is 
continuing however. During the last quarter, coding of 1950 and 1960 
conflict behavior was initiated and has continued through this quarter. 

3.2 Dyadic Behavior Data. The computer screening (for error) and 
computation of descriptive statistics is virtually complete for about 
fifty variables on 1963 data. Data collection for 1950 dyadic behavior 
was initiated during the quarter. 

3.3 Nation Attribute Data. All data for about 100 variables on 
1963 nation attributes has been collected and error checking is virtually 
complete. Computation of descriptive statistics is underway. Also 
initiated during the quarter was data collection on similar attributes for 
1950 data. 

3.4 Treaties. International Organizations, and UN Vntin£_Data. 
A matrix of data on trendies signed in 1950 by all nations vas com- 
pleted during the quarter and punched on cards. Also completed and punched 
was a matrix of international organization memberships for 1950. These 
data will be subsequently analyzed to determine the number of treaties 
and international organisation per nation, and per nation pair (such as 
U.K. and U.S.A.). These frequencies will be used in the projected 1950 
dyadic behavior analysis. 

Data collection on all roll call votes in the 1950 UN was begun. 
When complane, these data will be analyzed to determine the 1950 vcting 
patterns a-ul compared with those for 1955 and 1963 (see Section 1.1). 



4. PKHSOXNKL 

4.1 ^»r.irch AnnpcUir», Prefotct KICHMI tk»|»iio CMliiM*f4 kl« 
progrnunfng of a for^igiTpoUry dtrUtMi-fMikJnt Md«! of erlvit MMWUI* 
Dr. RlchArd Cliadulctt fror 8y»tc» Dovvlo(itw(»nt Cor per*! to« Jototd ikt proJ»c: 
during the surcor. K« tu«» btcn luvclvcd In »caMirtitc Iho Intffaction 
patterns, particularly trade, bet«rer; nation» and rclatlnf tktM pattern» 
to their conflict and charactcrlatlca. 

Professor Steven Bras»» (fron Syracuse University) joined the 
project for the tunmer, during which he developed eouatlon» enpllcatlng 
the llaiita of predictions fron probability nodela. Profeanor Terry Kardln 
(State University of t!ew York at Buffalo) alao Joined the project for the 
sunmcr and worked on a conceptual franework for »tudylne conflict control. 

Dr. Nils Glcditbch (Peace Research Institute, Oslo, Norway) will 
Join the project as a research associate fron January to Hay, 1969. He 
will be concerned with a graph theory approach to interaction pattern» 
between nations. 

A.2 Research Assistants. Eight graduate research aaaistants and 
two half-tine progrnrucrs continued with the project through the suwar. 
One has completed his dissertation research on conflict resolution 
between nations and will be subsequently writing up Che results. Another 
has completed his dissertation (not related to DON) and received his Ph.D. 
at the end of the quarter, 

A.3 Graduate Research Affiliates. This refers to unpaid graduat» 
students working on the project, as a means of becoming acquainted with 
multivariatc research on international relations. Three graduate research 
affiliates worked on DON during the quarter, 

A,A Floating Graduate Student, This plan has been described in 
the first quarterly report (Section A,3) and involves sending assistants 
to work on projects elsewhere for up to a year, Mr, Dennis Hall, a 
research assistant on DON, left during the quarter to work for the academic 
year v/ith the Simulated International Processes Project at Northwestern 
University directed by Professor Harold Guetzkow. 

A,5 Consultation. Professors Raymond Tanter (University of 
Michigan) and Jack Sav;yer (Northwestern University) spent ten days with 
DON as consultants on the Dimensions of Nations book, the major publica- 
tion to be forthcoming from DON, and the project research design and 
analysis. While here, both participated in project analyses and gave 
presentations to the staff. 

Professor Ledyard Tucker (University of Illinois) gave a multivariatc 
methods workshop at the Uulversity during the summer. The principal 
investigator and research assistants participated in the workshop. 
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5.3 »ook» in >ranar»"fn. Tha final draft af Diawnaiona of :tatlonf 
waa completed dur'.ag tha quar.vr. Thla book praaanta tha findtn^t of DOK 
on tha pattama and ralatlonahlpa in tha characterUt lea and bahavior of 
nadona. 

Diiwnaton» of Co4Hlet, a co'lection of fXKt artlelca and raaaarch 
raporta ad I'.ad by .«rofa or r'I lard Kaia and the principal lt."catisator( 
la In tha procaaa of raviaion. Savaral raaaarch raporta now in prepara- 
tion will alao ba added to the oanuacripc. 

5.4 Raacafch lUporta« 

Hall, Dennis R. and R. J. Rumael, "The Patterna of Dyadic 
Foreign Conflict ^jhavior lor 1963," 
Research Report Ko» 12. 

Rummel, R. J., "Artribute and Behavioral Spacea of Kations: 
VAriablea and Samples for 1950," RcKcarch 
Ri*«ort t«o. 13. 



6. BUDGET 

^•^ ttnf It^my. At tht requcot of Actlnj» President Hiatt of the 
University of Hawaii, effective July 1 all expcnditurcR of the project 
were riduroU ton percent pending fln.il notification of budßft cuts, ii 
any, due to the r.ix billion dollar federal budget reduction. Total 
cxptiuUtureB dirlnf. the quarter were within thlf; reduced budget, A 
straight lint: projection of cxpcndltur •• arc also within the grand total 
(subtractInf ten percent for the 1968-69 fiscal year). 

6.2 Sub-contract P. Dr. Joseph Firestone, the principal 
investigator of the sut-contract with Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory 
(see Section 6.2, last quarterly report), spent the quarter with the 
project. The point of Sis research is to deteruine whether psychological 
motives can account for variation in nation behavior apart from structural 
cc iditions, aj for example, economic development and size.    Some of his 
results are given in Sections 1.2 and 1.3. He is now engaged in writing 
up his findings. 

Preliminary discussions had taken pl^ce during the last year to 
grant a suli-contract to Professor J. David Singet of the University of 
Michigan to collect historical data on icvaral crucial variables. These 
data would help enable testing the project's results for historical 
periods. Unfortunately, the plans for the : ab-contract had to be dropped 
as a result of the ten percent cut-back in project expenditures. 
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II ABSTRAC T 

Substantive and methodological analyses have continued during the quarter. An analysis 
)f U.N. voting for 1963 delimited four major issue dimensions: sanctions against racial 
liscrlminatlon, U.N. procedures. Union of South Africa, and Cold War. A study of nation 
rating profiles on these Issues showed that since 1955 there has been a considerable shift 
)f nonallgned nations, such as Egypt, India, and Indonesia, away from the Soviet position. 

A different analysis Involved trying to forecast domestic conflict behavior from variais 
'unctions of time, and concluded that simple time functions do not. well forecast such 
:onfllct. Another analysis measured the dependence of national conflict behavior on psycho- 
.ogical drives for affiliation, power, and achievement. Domestic and foreign conflict 

)ehavlor were found largely independent of these motives. 
Revisions of a mathematical model of foreign conflict behavior were tested on a global 

sample of dyads (pairs of nations) and for subsamples Involving the same actor (e.g., US-* 
USSR, US-»-UK, US-^China, etc.). It was found that the effect of socio-economic, political, 
and geographic distances are contextual: no one funct-lon of these distances explains con- 
flict well for all dyads. Rather, the effect of these distances verles by actor, and three 
distances particularly well predict the dyadic conflict behavior of Israel, China, USSR, 
UK, and the US. 

On the methodological side, testing of a missing data estlination program was finished, 
irogramming of a canonical analysis program was begun, and the Project's major factor 
analysis program was revised to increase its speed. Moreover, variables, dyads, and naliens 
for the 1950 data collection and analysis were selected during the quarter. 
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